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1)

Adam picked 240 oranges from his orchard. He packed them equally in 12
bags and sent them to the farmer’s market. How many oranges does each
bag contain?

2)

Zach, a dishwasher in a fast food chain scrubs 660 plates in an hour. Calculate
the number of plates he washed per minute.

3)

Mike ran 4 laps in a park and covered a total distance of 28 miles. Find the
distance covered in one lap.
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Mandy spent 78 minutes to wrap 13 similar-sized Christmas gifts for her
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5)

Mary drove 560 miles nonstop in 7 hours to reach Pittsburgh. How many miles
www.mathworksheets4kids.com
did she drive per hour?

6)

A banquet hall had 98 chairs neatly arranged in 7 rows. Find the number of
chairs per row.
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Answer key
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1)

Adam picked 240 oranges from his orchard. He packed them equally in 12
bags and sent them to the farmer’s market. How many oranges does each
bag contain?

20 oranges/bag
2)

Zach, a dishwasher in a fast food chain scrubs 660 plates in an hour. Calculate
the number of plates he washed per minute.

11 plates/minute
3)

PREVIEW

Mike ran 4 laps in a park and covered a total distance of 28 miles. Find the
distance covered in one lap.
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6 minutes/gift
5)

Mary drove 560 miles nonstop in 7 hours to reach Pittsburgh. How many miles
www.mathworksheets4kids.com
did she drive per hour?

80 miles/hour
6)

A banquet hall had 98 chairs neatly arranged in 7 rows. Find the number of
chairs per row.

14 chairs/row
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